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Qualification summaries are used by applicants if they think that the position that they are applying for
requires a candidate to have a specific set of technical skills and abilities. Qualification summaries are used by
applicants if they think that the position that they are applying for requires a candidate to have a specific set of
technical skills and abilities. Headings: Each section must be introduced by a big, bold heading to ensure an
easy read. A professional profile is effective if you both have the skills and industry background relevant to
your work application. Resume References Example. Here are some formatting and spacing tips to bear in
mind: Length: The standard length of a CV in the UK is two pages. More so, career objectives are usually
written if the candidate does not have any plan for making a cover letter attachment. A qualifications summary
is the resume introduction that gives focus on your achievements during your entire professional career. Usual
qualifications summary have four to six precise and short bullet points of discussion. But the UK is not one of
them. Aside from the samples and templates that are already listed in this article, we can provide you with
more samples of Modern Resume Templates and Basic Resume Format Templates in the respective links
provided. A qualifications summary is characterized by the following: It is formatted in a bullet point list. The
usage of a professional profile is applicable for the following instances: Professional profiles also work well if
your expertise is directly significant to the functions of the work post that you want to have. A career objective
can be made by following these guidelines: Create a statement of your skills, application objective and goals
which should be composed of two to three sentences. References: Like including an address on your CV,
adding your referees to the end of your CV is no longer standardised. Download 2. Font type: Most employers
will receive your CV in a digital format, so choose a clear font like Calibri or Arial. Resume Introduction A
resume introduction is the statement that you need to create and put after your contact information. Resume
introductions may vary depending on the job position you are applying for as well as the requirements of the
company where you want to be a part of. A qualifications summary is the resume introduction that gives focus
on your achievements during your entire professional career. A qualifications summary is used by people who
have a wide range of professional experiences and can provide a lot of skill sets to the employer as references.


